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Many Israeli cities in both Israel proper and the Occupied Territories have
Palestinian and Jewish populations segregated, implying a lack of connection between the
two who seem to each have their own space. The West Bank city of Hebron is where this
shared but supposedly separate space can best be seen. Hebron is divided between H1
and H2, largely Palestinian and Israeli respectively. In H1, the Palestinian suq, or market,
continues to function in the old city while settlers live in the modern apartments
overhead. Hebron’s old city and its winding streets are in stark contrast to the stone
apartments built on the second level of the older buildings below. The Palestinian of H1
is ever aware of the settler living above and the soldiers keeping guard on the roofs to
protect the settlers. The settler, too, never forgets the Palestinian selling wares or living
below as he is reminded each time he looks out his window.
In Hebron, the settler and the Palestinian appear to lead two distinct lives, one
having very little to do with the other. However, while social interaction between the two
may be minimal, each is heavily determined by the other. Just as the Palestinian sees
himself as a prisoner caught between the two checkpoints of H1s old city, so too is the
settler a prisoner as his movement is limited and requires the protection of the army. As
the early Zionist leadership created a home in Israel for her new immigrants, they could
not completely erase the home that already existed for the native population. The
Palestinian landscape was to continue to impact that of the Israelis.
For this reason, despite the strength of the Zionist design for Israel’s landscape, it
has ultimately been a failure. The Palestinian community has resisted and refused the
forgetting or erasure of their homes and land. As Abufarha explains:
As Israel reconfigures Palestine as a Jewish national homeland,
Palestinians rely on the reconstruction of Palestine in the Palestinian
Kemp 3

cultural imaginary through cultural representations and performances to
maintain the relationship to the land and a sense of hominess in the face of
the Israeli physical isolation of Palestinians.1
These cultural representations and performances have been accomplished through
resurrecting cultural artifacts of the past and interacting in a space that reaffirms
Palestinian-ness. What has resulted is a conflicted landscape, a landscape of desert and
trees, of competing names, and of competing histories. This paper will address the results
of these conflicts and the impact they have had on the lives of Israelis and Palestinians,
both historically and presently.
Many scholars and much of the general public examine the Israeli-Palestinian
conflict in terms of culture, religion and/or through a warped perception of history, much
of which promotes the belief the conflict has always existed and will always exist.
Viewing the struggle in the essentialist terms of two incompatible peoples, religiously or
culturally, prevents us from seeing the path that has led us to the present. If the conflict is
to be reduced to simply a fight between these two peoples over a small stretch of land, we
fail to recognize how the land itself and the two peoples’ identities and memories all
intersect and determine one another.
Focusing on land as the physical manifestation of identity and memory in historic
Palestine contributes significantly to better understanding the current impasse. In doing
so, we must consider exactly how the Zionist colonists appropriated the land and space
for their immigrants while the Palestinians, in many ways, remained. Coming primarily
from European countries and heavily influenced by their imperialism, the early Zionist
leadership was well-versed in colonizing unfamiliar lands. In creating a new identity

1

Nasser Abufarha, “Land of Symbols: Cactus, Poppies, Orange and Olive Trees in Palestine,” Identities:
Global Studies in Culture and Power 15 (2008): 344.
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along with mapping and altering the land both symbolically and physically, they were
nearly successful in creating that which seemed like "home" while erasing that which had
been "home" to the indigenous Palestinians. Creating and promoting a collective identity,
cartography, and planting played and continue to play important roles in altering the
landscape of Palestine and the resistance to it.
We must first review the various works of scholars of memory and critical
geography to gain a better understanding of how one population’s memory was nearly
erased while another’s was created. This review will also help us understand how Zionist
history emerged in Palestine in the first half of the 20th century and, at least temporarily,
prevented recognition of a Palestinian history and, in many ways, prevented its
articulation.
WHERE MEMORY MEETS IDENTITY2
In his article, “Invention, Memory, and Place,” Edward Said constructs an
especially relevant triad of memory, identity, and place, which allows us to understand
how the three components are mutually constitutive. He emphasizes the role of narratives
in the composition of a national identity; and for him, power and authority necessarily
play active roles in the construction of these narratives. Power and authority determines
the ways in which memory will be “used, misused, and exploited” and manipulated
before the narratives are transmitted to the population through history, education, and
created traditions. For Said, a people’s or individual’s memory may never be theirs
exclusively as an Other always exists.3

2

Rashid Khalidi, Palestinian Identity: The Construction of Modern National Consciousness, New York:
Columbia University Press, 1997 and George Antonius, The Arab Awakening, New York: Capricorn
Books, 1964.
3
Edward Said, “Invention, Memory, and Place,” Critical Inquiry 26 (2000): 176, 179.
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As Kellerman and Azaryahu point out, these narratives and the invented traditions
that follow are constructed for pressing “political and social needs.”4 Hobsbawm and
Ranger contend the invented traditions “are responses to novel situations which take the
form of reference to old situations.” A society’s needs are met by the cohesion that results
from these narratives and traditions. In other words, they create the shared norms and
values that are necessary for a society’s success.5
Similarly, for Said, geography also contributes to this cohesion as a “socially
constructed and maintained sense of place.” Thus, the constructed memory informs the
significance afforded to particular geographic locations. For example, he points out
conflicting memories, histories and traditions have created a Jerusalem that is no longer a
geographical location of streets and buildings but a “mythological” Jerusalem. The city,
then, loses its reality and instead becomes symbolic as its meaning and importance
become larger than its physical reality. Therefore, similar to Said’s assertion a conflict of
memories occurs, a conflict over land occurs involving symbolism as much as or more
than military might.6
Additionally, Said states that, at least in Israel/Palestine in particular, one memory
gains hegemony over another. Until resisted, it will always be the memory of the victor
that is recognized as history. Foucault states, “The successes of history belong to those
who are capable of seizing these rules [of domination]…”, particularly those successful at
seizing the writing of history.7 This Zionist accomplishment allowed the history of anti4

Aharon Kellerman and Maoz Azaryahu, “Symbolic Places of National History and Revival: A Study in
Zionist Mythical Geography,” Transactions of the Institute of British Geographers 24 (1999): 110.
5
Eric Hobsbawm and Terence Ranger, eds., The Invention of Tradition, (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1983), 1, 2.
6
Said, “Invention, Memory, and Place,” 180, 183.
7
Donald Bouchard, ed., Language, Counter-Memory, Practice: Selected Essays and Interviews by Michel
Foucault, (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1977), 53, 151.
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Semitism in Europe to play a seminal role in a completely different geographic region.8
This has not occurred without Palestinian resistance. “Perhaps the greatest battle
Palestinians have waged as a people has been over the right to a remembered presence
and with that presence, the right to possess and reclaim a collective historical reality…”
However, unlike former colonized peoples who rewrote their history to combat the
history of the occupying power, Said believes the Palestinians have failed to recognize
the strength of a “collective history.”9 I will argue in this paper that while this may have
originally been the case, it is less and less true as years go by.
Said states that because the two peoples’ histories and memories have been
tangled for decades of conflict, reconciliation will not be achieved without exploring
them both together.10 For this reason, Gil Hochberg, in his discussion of Said’s article,
places Said at odds with Nietzsche, who “warned against excessive memory.”11 As Said
held the two memories must be reconciled for any possible solution, Nietzsche viewed an
overemphasis on memory as that which would prevent solutions to a conflict as it would
create resentment. Joseph Massad disagrees altogether with Said’s promotion of
entangled memory. He claims no historical connection exists between the Holocaust and
al-Nakba as this supposed connection is the work of “Israeli and Zionist
propagandists.”12 Massad further supports his claim with three facts: plans for Palestine
existed prior to the Holocaust, only one-third of Holocaust survivors opted for Israel, and
there is no evidence the Holocaust significantly impacted the United Nations 1947

8

Said, “Invention, Memory, and Place,” 188, 192.
Said, Invention, Memory, and Place,” 184.
10
Said, “Invention, Memory, and Place,” 192.
11
Gil Z. Hochberg, “Edward Said: ‘The Last Jewish Intellectual,’ On Identity, Alterity, and the Politics of
Memory,” Social Text 87 (2006): 51.
12
Hochberg 51.
9
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Partition Plan.13 However, Massad’s argument fails to recognize the realities on the
ground at this point in the conflict’s history. Furthermore, while Nietzsche’s warning may
be worthwhile, addressing and validating the memories and narratives of each people is
necessary for true reconciliation. Reconciliation will not result through ignorance of
another’s experience.
In National Identity, Anthony Smith elaborates upon the created bond between
identity and land, claiming a people’s land must be its site of origin, at least as informed
by the collective memory and history.14 Oren Yiftachel explains this is true in the Israeli
context as “…resurrecting Jewish history is only possible in the Land of Israel.”15 While
the Zionist leadership originally considered other countries in which to establish the
Jewish homeland, they recognized the movement would be much more successful within
and outside the new nation if connections could be drawn between the land and the
Jewish people’s biblical history. For Smith, the memories that encourage the attachment
to a particular geographical location are often mythical but are supported by a variety of
symbols ranging from flags to monuments. As such importance is placed on a particular
location, a new nation uses these symbols to demonstrate its history and memory there to
justify its presence. The new nation also often “…[turns] natural features of the homeland
into historical ones, and [naturalizes] historical monuments” to further this justification
and reinforce its identity.

13

Hochberg 55.
Anthony Smith, National Identity, (Penguin Books: London, 1991), 9.
15
Oren Yiftachel, “Territory as the Kernel of the Nation: Space, Time and Nationalism in Israel/Palestine,”
Geopolitics 7 (2002): 224.
14
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This all intended to demonstrate “that nations exist from time immemorial”16 and
a people must “reawaken [them] from a long slumber to take their place in a world of
nations.”17 For the early Israelis, Exile was to blame for this “repressed national
memory”18; to awaken it, their past had to be reconciled with modernity.19 This results in
a tug of war for a people walking delicately between antiquity and modernity,20 and the
two pulls of Israel in different directions have been referred to as essentialism, or
continuity, and epochalism, or change.21 Essentialism focuses on the connection with the
past while epochalism focuses on modernity. These different directions can be witnessed
in the Israeli appreciation of the “distinctive Orient”;22 even so, this Orient23 is viewed as
Jewish history rather than Palestinian. Returning to this history also often necessitated
some form of a “return to nature,” which I will discuss later.24
Shlomo Sand discusses Jewish land and narratives in The Invention of the Jewish
People, stressing “education as [the] central agent of ideology.” He stresses the
importance of experts, such as archeologists and historians, in the early Zionist
movement as one that reaffirmed the connection between the Jewish people and their
biblical past. Through their findings, manipulated or not, the Jewish immigrants became
connected to the time and land of their forefathers, enabling the community as a whole to
“remember.” He explains that remembering past sufferings justified current sufferings
16

Smith 16-17, 22, 20, 127.
Smith 20.
18
Yael Zerubavel, Recovered Roots: Collective Memory and the Making of Israeli National Tradition,
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1995), 25.
19
Zerubavel, Recovered Roots, 15.
20
Smith 68-69.
21
Saul B. Cohen and Nurit Kliot, “Place-Names in Israel’s Ideological Struggle over the Administered
Territories,” Annals of the Association of American Geographers 82 (1992): 654.
22
John Zarobell, Empire of Landscape: Space and Ideology in French Colonial Algeria, (Pennsylvania:
The Pennsylvania State University Press, 2010), 136.
23
For further reading, see Edward Said, Orientalism. New York: Vintage, 1994.
24
Smith 65.
17
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and further strengthened the community and its resolve.25 Remembering is also necessary
for such a movement as its followers had no one common culture or language; therefore,
the collective history was prioritized.26
The Invention of the Jewish People also implies the Jewish immigrants to Israel
were at an advantage in their ability to conceptualize time as opposed to the primarily
rural Palestinians. Sand distinguishes between the agrarian lack of emphasis on time and
history with the more modern focus on both, explaining an agrarian community found no
use for “abstract time” as it did not affect their “concrete existence.” Therefore, the
agrarian had no understanding of development or progression: “The end became a
beginning, and eternity bridged life and death.”27 In addition to these concepts that
encouraged modernization, the Jewish immigrants also had the Bible as their history and
deed to the land.28
He claims that prior to embracing nationalism, the Exile or Diaspora, rather than
Antiquity, was considered the beginning of Jewish history; Jewish culture was assumed
to have emerged with Exile.29 However, with nationalism, Exile’s importance
disappeared as did teaching about it in Jewish schools. 30 One early Israeli claims “...there
is no real need for knowledge of Jewish history in exile, and it serves no good…[those]
one thousand eight hundred and twenty-two years” during which the Jews were
“humiliated in the eyes of all nations, tortured and beaten, degraded and disgraced.”

25

Shlomo Sand, The Invention of the Jewish People, Translated by Yael Lotan, (London: Verso, 2009), 15,
18, 54, 60, 63.
26
Abdul-Wahab Kayyali, “Zionism and Imperialism: The Historical Origins,” Journal of Palestine Studies
6 (1977): 104.
27
Sand 63.
28
Kayyali 100.
29
Sand 69.
30
Dan A. Porat, “The Nation Revised: Teaching the Jewish Past in the Zionist Present (1890-1913),”
Jewish Social Studies 13 (2006): 71.
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Teaching about this period would only increase self-doubt among the young.31 On the
other hand, Antiquity’s significance necessarily increased because proving a connection
to the land of Palestine would justify immigration as widespread dispersal could not.
With this transition, the Bible became recognized as factual and history rather than a time
of insignificance. It then follows that the Bible also gained scientific credibility with
miracles sometimes omitted altogether to prevent its questioning. Once again, the
sufferings of the past and the survival of this community provided legitimization for the
present. This is only possible if conversions to Judaism and intermarriages between Jews
and non-Jews are ignored; prior to conversion or marriage, these formerly non-Jews did
not share the same history of suffering.32
As the Diaspora’s relevance decreased, it came to be seen as having occurred
outside of history.33 As Kayyali points out, this is problematic as it assumes time stood
still in Palesitne for 2,000 years.34 Yiftachel explains this standing still of time was to end
as the Diaspora came to a close through the establishment of the Jewish state. But the
Palestinians too were attempting to enter history through statehood. Seemingly, for one
people to be successful, another people must be denied at least in these particular
circumstances. Oddly, the Israelis denied the existence of Palestinians because they had
previously lived under another’s rule and because they were geographically scattered just
as the Jewish immigrants had been prior to the establishment of Israel. 35
In “The Persistence of the Palestinian Question,” Joseph Massad delves deeper
into the European Jewish identity of the late 1800s and early 1900s than Sand, relying
31

Porat 71.
Sand 71, 75, 81.
33
Yiftachel 226.
34
Kayyali, 100.
35
Yiftachel 227.
32
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less on Antiquity than Exile. While many such as Partha Chatterjee36 believe an identity
emerges in opposition to the colonizer, Massad suggests the Israeli identity actually
emerged in opposition to that of the Diasporic Jew. Massad explains the European Jews
were forced to leave Europe so they may become European as the European Christians
would not allow this to occur in Europe. Upon immigrating to Israel, these formerly
European Jews were no longer identified as the labels once placed on them: “dirty,”
“cunning,” “effeminate,” “weak.” Massad suggests they were instead to become the
opposite, or European and anti-Semitic. Similarly, Albert Memmi suggests the colonized
ultimately imitates the colonizer,37 while Abdul-Wahab Kayyali notes “the spread of
aggressive and chauvinist nationalism in Europe stressed racial qualities” and the ways it
impacted the Zionist movement.38 Massad states, “Like all nationalisms, Zionism is
founded on a binary of self and other for its identitarian project. What is noteworthy in
this regard is how it is the anti-Semite, not the Jew, who constitutes the self for Zionism,
with the Jew being the other against whom the new self must be based.”39 Yael
Zerubavel’s work also supports this concept stating Exile provided a “crucial
countermodel” for the new Israeli identity.40
While some believe Zionism was inspired by the struggles for liberation, in reality
it prevented Palestinian liberation, and Kayyali claims the structure of Zionism was
actually inspired more by European imperialism than liberation movements.41 The
comparison to imperialism derives from the Zionist treatment of the Palestinians as non36

Partha Chatterjee, The Nation and Its Fragments: Colonial and Postcolonial Histories, (New Jersey:
Princeton University Press, 1993), 162.
37
Albert Memmi, The Colonizer and the Colonized, (Boston: Beacon Press, 1965), 124.
38
Kayyali 98.
39
Joseph Massad, “The Persistence of the Palestinian Question.” Cultural Critique 59 (2005): 4, 5, 15-16.
40
Zerubavel, Recovered Roots, 20.
41
Kayyali 99.
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peoples while claiming their land to most benefit the Israelis. As the new Israelis shed
their negative Diasporic identity and colonized Palestine, the same labels they once faced
were assigned to the Palestinians they encountered upon immigration hence Massad’s
description of the Jew as becoming the anti-Semite. “…[I]t became necessary to
transform the Palestinian Arab into the disappearing European Jew,” allowing the Israelis
to prove their “non-‘levantineness’.” This also served to gain support from the Western
world in their civilizing mission in Palestine and in their transformation of the desert. The
Israeli’s new attachment to the land was also in opposition to the Diasporic Jew, who was
considered rootless or wandering.42
Zionism was often an “ideology of downward mobility,” or a movement of
returning to a former land and removing their European identities.43 However, Zionism
and its conquest of Palestine is also compared to European imperialism because,
according to Susanne Hillman, of its lofty promises of a civilizing mission and portraying
the indigenous as inferior and other. As Hillman demonstrates, Zionist leadership focused
not only on these indigenous and inferior who prevented advancement but also on the
Jews deemed less than desireable. She states that at least 80% of those hoping to
immigrate to Israel were rejected as undesirable; according to the Palestine Office
director, Arthur Ruppin, this was because “inferior members feed on the body of the
group like ulcers and hinder its economic advancement in Palestine,” reminding us once
again of the anti-Semitic language Massad references. We see it repeatedly used to
describe the Jews who would harm the ideal of the strong and Western Jewish pioneer.
She implies the Zionist leadership considered Palestinians less of an obstacle than this

42
43

Massad 5, 9, 13, 16.
Shlomo Avineri, “The Roots of Zionism,” The Wilson Quarterly 7 (1983): 56.
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Jewish demographic because they were seen as “non-people” and, therefore, irrelevant or
an “accidental absence” rather than a part of their community.44 This, too, applies to
Middle Eastern Jews which I will discuss later.
We can apply the work of these scholars to the creation of a homeland in
Palestine for a specific population and the response and resistance to it. In Palestine and
the early days of Israel, memory was created and transmitted to the population through
various means so that a collective identity would be created and maintained. One such
way this memory, and therefore identity, was instilled in the population was through the
mapping of the alien terrain.
CARTOGRAPHY45
In a selection of essays by Foucault, he discusses the concept of writing or talking
“so as not to die”46 when discussing the power of discourse. He insists writing allowed
Western cultures the opportunity to not only represent themselves but also to permanently
stake their presence in the world. Writing, mapping, and naming all encourage this
preoccupation with gaining a sense of existential security. At the same time, he discusses
the disappearance of the author just as scholars below discuss the disappearance of or
missing cartographer. Foucault has similar suggestions in analyzing literature as the
following do in analyzing the map: “…we should reexamine the empty space left by the
author’s disappearance; we should attentively observe, along its gaps and fault lines, its
new demarcations, and the reapportionment of this void; we should await the fluid
functions released by this disappearance.” We must, he says, consider the author “as a
44

Susanne Hillman, “Of Snake-Catchers and Swamp-Drainers: Palestine and the Palestinians in Central
European Zionist Discourse, 1891-1914,” Holy Land Studies 8 (2009): 1, 3, 9.
45
For further reading, see J.B. Harley, J.B., The New Nature of Maps: Essays in the History of
Cartography, Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins University Press, 2000.
46
Bouchard, Language, Counter-Memory, Practice 53.
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function of discourse” but not the author in the strictest definition, suggesting the author
may also be in technical fields as well. These are the technical fields that produce “truth”;
and, according to Foucault, “Truth is undoubtedly the sort of error that cannot be refuted
because it was hardened into an unalterable form in the long baking process of history.”47
As I mentioned above, the same could be said for the assumed truth that is held in maps
and further reinforced by being author-less or cartographer-less.
Much like the above discussion of narratives and power, Henri Lefebvre’s The
Production of Space applies Gramsci’s theories of hegemony to space in the context of
the bourgeoisie’s domination of space, and he describes space as active since it is
determined by knowledge and action.48 Despite distinguishing between different types of
space, Lefebvre insists social space cannot be differentiated from mental space or
physical space because social space is produced mentally on a physical terrain. Once
again we witness the entanglement of three different components and are given another
triad. Lefebvre’s “Perceived-conceived-lived” triad involves the way a society relates to
its space (spatial practice), the way space is ordered (representations of space), and the
symbols and codes of a space (representational spaces) As witnessed in the history of
Palestine and similar to Said’s statement on memory, “Social spaces interpenetrate one
another and/or superimpose themselves upon one another. They are not things, which
have mutually limiting boundaries and which collide because of their contours or as a
result of inertia.”49 Rather they are overlapping, and it is often difficult to decipher where
one ends and another begins. What makes the use of space deceitful is the sutlety of

47

Bouchard, Language, Counter-Memory, Practice 56, 121, 124, 131, 144.
Henri Lefebvre, The Production of Space, translated by Donald Nicholson-Smith, (Malden: Blackwell
Publishing, 1974), 10, 11.
49
Lefebvre, The Production of Space, 27, 33, 40, 86-87.
48
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Gramsci’s hegemony; space and the interactions within it are accepted as natural.
Therefore, the control of space is easily accepted.50 We see this perhaps most clearly in
cartography.
As one of the most exciting scholars of critical cartography, J.B. Harley focused
on the power exerted on populations through cartography. In The New Nature of Maps,
“Deconstructing the Map”, and “Maps, Knowledge, and Power”, Harley considers the
different techniques cartographers and their patrons have used in determining the ways in
which territory is perceived and lived in. He explains the obvious power exerted in and
through maps by stressing the map as a “specialized intellectual weapon,” as throughout
centuries cartography was a tool of emperors and sultans for various purposes. 51 Maps
continued to assist European colonialism later, claiming land even before it was
conquered,52 as they created grids of seemingly empty space ready to be filled.53 In
“desocializing” space in this way, Harley believes it lessened the guilt that may otherwise
have been experienced by the colonists. “As much as guns and warships, maps have been
weapons of imperialism…Surveyors marched alongside soldiers, initially mapping for
reconnaissance, then for general information, and eventually as a tool of pacification,
civilization, and exploitation in the defined colonies.”54 In this sense, maps were critical
to protecting property rights, assisting an empire, and maintaining a nation-state as we
shall see in the case of Israel.55 Furthermore, the strength of the map faced little

50

Raymond Williams, Marxism and Literature, (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1977), 108.
J.B. Harley, “Maps, Knowledge, and Power,” In The Iconography of Landscape: Essays on the Symbolic
Representation, Design and Use of Past Environments edited by Denis Cosgrove and Stephen Daniels,
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1988), 281.
52
Harley, “Maps, Knowledge, and Power,” 277, 282.
53
Benedict Anderson, Imagined Communities, (London: Verso, 1991), 173.
54
J.B. Harley, The New Nature of Maps: Essays in the History of Cartography, (Baltimore: The Johns
Hopkins University Press, 2001), 57, 81.
55
Harley, “Maps, Knowledge, and Power,” 282.
51
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resistance among the indigenous as smaller communities were familiar enough with one
another that a territory and/or strangers need not be identified through mapping.56
Therefore, they were unprepared for the power maps wielded.
Another of the many powers of cartography is in its presentation of that which we
cannot view on our own, which results in the lack of questioning. Because the map
presents something we ourselves cannot fully view or grasp in its entirety, we become
“victims of the map” failing to realize a particular interest or interests produce a map.57
Just as we fail to question historical narratives, so too do we fail to question maps. Denis
Wood states it best: “…if you’re paying attention to the glass, you’re not paying attention
to what you’re seeing through the window.”58 Harley contends the author of the map and
his interests are easily hidden from the viewer of the map in this way because
cartography is presented as a neutral science,59 which results in few protests of and little
resistance to maps,60 and makes it “difficult for the dispossessed to locate the source of
their unease, let alone to remedy it.”61
Reinforcing cartography as a science were its seeming advances in areas such as
improved instrumentation and accuracy in measurement:
From at least the seventeenth century onward, European mapmakers and
map users have increasingly promoted a standard scientific model of
knowledge and cognition. The object of mapping is to produce a “correct”
relational model of the terrain. Its assumptions are that the objects in the
world to be mapped are real and objective, and that they enjoy an
existence independent of the cartographer; that their reality can be
expressed in mathematical terms; that systematic observation and
56

Robert Sack, Human Territoriality, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1986.
Denis Wood, The Power of Maps, (New York: The Guilford Press, 1992), 77.
58
Wood 5, 21, 77.
59
J.B. Harley, “Deconstructing the Map” (2009)
http://hackitectura.net/osfavelados/2009_proyectos_eventos/200907_cartografia_ciudadana/Harley1989_m
aps.pdf (accessed April 27, 2011).
60
Harley, “Maps, Knowledge, and Power,” 301.
61
Harley, The New Nature of Maps, 64.
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measurements offer the only route to cartographic truth; and that this truth
can be independently verified.62
Cartography as a science allows great distance between the cartographer and what he puts
on paper leading to his disappearance; therefore, the viewer assumes the cartographer’s
“scientific disinterestedness.”63 This seeming distance also sheds the cartographer’s
responsibility for the map produced.64
Harley focuses on three methods of imagery used in cartography: subliminal
geometry, silences, and representational hierarchies.65 Subliminal geometry, or the “rule
of ethnocentricity”, is the placement of a particular region at the center of a map.66
Silences refer to the omission of particular aspects of the landscape,67 which he believes
should be seen as “active” if not necessarily intentional. For “[t]here is no such thing as
an empty space on a map.” These silences often erase the indigenous and also include
toponymic silence, or the erasure of original place-names.68 Briefly returning to Foucault,
he too believed that omissions must be considered in terms of the discourse in which they
are located and, therefore, as “nonaccidental.”69 Lastly, representational hierarchies, or
the “rules of social order”,70 are the different sizes allotted places based on their varying
degrees of significance, as determined by the cartographer or the patron. Of course, in
addition to these are various codes – languages, fonts, icons, colors and more - denoting
and connoting various meanings or establishing a map’s legitimacy.71

62

Harley, “Deconstructing the Map,” 4.
Harley, The New Nature of Maps. 54.
64
Harley, “Maps, Knowledge, and Power,” 282.
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For Harley, cartography is successful as it “convert[s] culture into nature” and
“’naturalize[s]’ social reality.”72 In other words, culture is seen as natural when it is
hidden on the map. He insists then maps are neither true nor false and do not actually
reflect nature at all. Rather they reflect “relations of power and of cultural practices,
preferences, and priorities.” When critically examining a map, we must consider the
contexts of the cartographer, of other maps, and of society, according to Harley. While
neither the map nor society constructs the other, each informs the other through a
constant dialogue.73
At the same time, maps do create defined spaces in their creation of unnatural
borders; but, as Denis Wood points out, once we recognize boundaries are created we can
no longer accept maps as representations of reality.74 Rather than a representation of
reality, “[t]he cadastral map is very much like a still photograph of the current in a river.
It represents the parcels of land as they were arranged and owned at the moment the
survey was conducted.”75 While this statement implies an immediate truth that is
questionable, we can agree maps represent what is happening on the ground in an
uncomplicated way while being influenced by the interest to the cartographer and hiding
the social interactions and power relations that inform them.76
Derek Gregory, in Geographical Imaginations, follows up on the progress of
geography in its success at “enframing,” or making the world understandable, throughout
its history. Like Harley, Gregory discusses geography as being in a few wealthy hands
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throughout the ages and as being classified as a science. Assisting in the creation of
geography as a science was the involvement of scientists, who used classification in this
field just as they did with animals and plants.77 With this geographical classification came
the gridded view of the world for “…once [the non-European] had been textually
removed from the landscape, it was presumably easier to do so physically as well,” once
again creating socially-empty space in various ways. Gregory insists the foreign
landscape then had to be altered so it was intelligible to the colonizers.78 For instance, the
winding roads of an old city make perfect sense to its residents; however, because of the
colonizer’s unfamiliarity with this seeming haphazard planning, curving streets must be
turned into straight boulevards.79 This, therefore, results in “the imposition of the
colonizer’s understanding of space onto the colonized.”80 As these places are made
familiar to the colonizer, the colonizer simultaneously attempts to make these places
unfamiliar to the indigenous.
A map allows its viewer to become familiar with her space’s borders and terrain.
As I discussed above, it also provides more subtle information to its viewer, impacting
the way she views her home and herself. This is done through the location and naming of
particular sites on the map, as Harley discusses with his other cartographic rules.
However, none of this would be sufficient on paper alone; changes must be made on the
ground as well. Changing the physical environment for the sake of familiarity or other
social needs has been termed “landscaping.”
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LANDSCAPE81
Landscaping, sometimes referred to as “enclosure”,82 is generally considered a
way of seeing the world in an ordered way while also reinforcing the status quo.83 For
instance, as Lefebvre describes it, “if a countryside exists, there must have been peasants
to give it form…”84 “Imaginative geography” refers to these new meanings given to the
landscape which accompany and often justify its alteration. Throughout history, these
various meanings have normally been associated with the concept of improving a land
that is viewed as neglected and wasted; this process has also often entailed removing the
indigenous from the land during this process of so-called development.85
With the meanings assigned to a landscape, places become “overdetermined,”86
transforming them from exclusively physical sites to social systems; and Israel/Palestine
is no exception just as Said discusses Jerusalem. As Zerubavel points out, “Zion was not
only a physical homeland but also a metaphysical land that the Jews carried with them
wherever they went.”87 While this idea of space is of great importance, nature is also
created and transformed through social relations leaving the use of the term “nature”
debatable. As Lefebvre points out, when nature is created, “it disappears”, or no longer
exists as it is then unnatural.88 As Scott claims, the controlling of nature also often results
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in the destruction of nature on a more tangible level as well; for instance, mono-cropping
leads to epidemics as we shall see in Israel.89
Simon Schama implies Lefebvre is incorrect in assuming a nature exists without
human perception of it. Therefore, perhaps nature itself is as social construction as well.
This is seen in Israel as the land is physically altered or nature is given significance to
promote a particular memory of the land. Schama continues by stating even those
landscapes we believe are free of culture may actually be products of culture:
“…landscape is the work of the mind. Its scenery is built up as much from strata of
memory as from layers of rock.”90 Lefebvre states that, in addition to land being
physically marked, land is socially constructed in that it may also be marked with
symbols provoking emotion. He refers to nature, or “absolute space,” as ultimately
overtaken by religion and politics through sanctity and these symbols.91 Then nature is at
least disappearing in this sense.
Returning to the centrality of nature in nationalist discourse, concepts such as
rootedness play an important role in bonding a people to their land.92 As Liisa Malkki has
stated, “the nation” is often used interchangeably with “the land” and “the soil.”
Furthermore, the language use to connect a people to their land is often “arborescent.”
She, like others, touches on the theme of reawakening, which can only occur when a
territory is claimed by its true owners, reinforcing the importance of a specific
geographical location. Furthermore, according to Malkki, when a people is forced from
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this specific location, they are viewed as having been removed from their culture, further
conflating the concepts of land and culture. 93
The early Zionists needed to lay their roots in the desert, which was again viewed
as neglected and void; settlement and development were considered its natural opposites
in space. For them, the desert existed because of the neglect of the land during Exile, and
the Zionist return was to redeem the land. An educational play, in encouraging the land’s
conquest, provokes emotion while demonstrating the way the desert was brought to life:
“The land is weeping and it cries out to you to come and redeem it from its desolation.
Only then would it stop crying. Would you do this for its sake?”94
For Cohen and Kliot, along with the manipulation of nature comes toponymy, or
the naming of it in addition to the naming of preexisting localities and all within them.
Through this naming, a state gains legitimacy – though not until the names are
documented on a map or in a registry.95 “Place-names are treated as elements of the
political landscape which in its totality expresses the ideological themes and political
processes by which central governments make their impress on the landscape.” The
naming of places is another way for the state or soon-to-be state to claim space and “to
create a new reality or to retain a past that is no more.” The concepts of epochalism and
essentialism also emerge in toponymy: epochalism may encourage a place-name in honor
of a modern military hero while essentialism may prefer a returning to a biblical name. In
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the context of Israel, even secular Zionists were essentialist in recognizing the value in
biblical naming as it encouraged nationalism through continuity.96
Through altering the environment lived in, a community is informed of its history,
identity and purpose. The once-foreign surroundings become familiar when landscaping
is done in conjunction with toponymy and mapping. A place never lived in becomes the
home the community had never previously recognized as such. While many Jewish
immigrants may never have imagined living in the Middle East among the Arab
population, the altering of the land allows them to feel they are coming home by stressing
their historical connection with the land and by producing a space as “modern” as
Europe. With this, the community is able to become one and interact in a space as a
people with a shared past and shared home.
The above scholars have contributed to the various fields of work that must be
united to better understand not necessarily how the conflict began but how two memories
have become intertwined throughout the decades and have permanently altered the land
while the land, too, has informed the memories. Identity, memory, the physical and
mental landscapes, and social space have all largely contributed to a deeply entrenched
conflict. However, we must look at the tangible changes on the ground that occurred
under these larger concepts to truly understand them. Furthermore, we must consider how
these all affected the Palestinians. As the trees reminded the Jewish immigrants of their
European homes and the desert of their shared biblical history, the settlements attempted
to erase the Palestinian memory of their homes and land. The creation of memories and
new spaces with the disappearance of others informed both Palestinian and Israeli
identities.
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METHODOLOGY
In my research, I examined the facts created on the ground, both their origin and
current state, by the new Jewish immigrants in Palestine and how this construction of
space created and reinforced the memory of these immigrants while attempting to weaken
or erase the memory of the Palestinians. These facts on the ground required planting,
mapping, (re)naming, and (re)building. These elements necessarily impacted the identity
of each people as well. Planting created spaces of leisure and profit; mapping and naming
made a foreign space familiar. Some buildings were co-opted while others were detroyed
and their land built upon. These elements necessarily impacted the identity and memory
of each people.
As I mentioned above, these practices affected both the new Jewish population
and the existing Palestinian population as their identities and memories were informed by
the way space was being used or misused around them. This space also informed both
their response to one another and the way they came to view themselves and the other,
their surroundings and how they acted and interacted within the space as it was
continuously changing. While the changes in space were determined by the power
imbalance between the two populations, I also witnessed a reclaiming of power in
Palestinian resistance to each of these elements, which I demonstrate in my research.
Through secondary sources, I have presented specifics of the Zionist landscaping
of Palestine and its impact on the Jewish community. Through secondary sources, various
meetings, and interviews conducted during the Summer of 2011 with Palestinians of the
East Jerusalem neighborhood of Sheikh Jarrah, I examined the continued physical,
mental, and emotional Palestinian resistance to the landscapes changes that have occurred
since the 1940s. Some of these Palestinians experienced firsthand the abrupt changes of
Kemp 25

1948, while others recounted stories shared by their parents and grandparents. Resistance
is passed down through generations and takes form in the arenas of education, memory,
toponymy, and mapping. This resistance necessarily works within the same systems
through which Israel was founded.
To answer my original question regarding the intersection of memory, landscape,
and identity, I must first look at the tangible changes that took and continue to take place
on the ground. Necessarily, I must consider the strong campaign for planting so that the
desert may physically bloom and Palestine may become more like Europe. This was not
only intended to welcome the immigrants to their new “home” so much like their
previous one but to remind allies around the world of their modernizing mission.
Additionally, I must look at the attempts to make the desert symbolically bloom through
modernization to gain further Western support for the new Jewish nation. Both goals
were accomplished: Western support continued unabated, and the Zionist leadership
transformed the desert into the Ashkenazi immigrants’ former homes as nearly as was
possible. At the same time, the new immigrants were continually reminded of their
biblical history: certain aspects of “the Orient” were kept intact so this history would not
be forgotten upon modernization. While this occurred and impacted the new immigrant’s
view of himself, his new home, and his community; the Palestinian’s view of these were
also altered. Looking at how the tangible changes led to the intangible ones allows us a
view that is not generally available.
LIMITATIONS
Focusing on such specific uses of space in the recent history of Palestine also has
its limitations. While I refer to Zionists or Zionist leadership, I recognize the broad
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spectrum of Zionism but cannot account for each ideology represented by various
Zionisms. Therefore, for ease of language, I used the terms “Zionists” and “Zionism” to
represent the most mainstream political Zionism that existed during the time period I
focused on despite its transformations throughout the decades. My research also fails to
consider the outside events that allowed for the landscaping of Palestine, i.e. the Russian
pograms, the Holocaust, international support, or events in the Arab world, as these
events are discussed at length in existing literature. Without taking into account the
coinciding circumstances in the rest of the world, I cannot provide a complete view of
what occurred in Palestine. For instance, the Holocaust greatly affected how this Jewish
nation was created in Palestine in various ways, ranging from the support given to the
new state to the way world Jewry viewed Israel. Additionally, my research will avoid any
analysis of the military conquest of the land outside of its relation to the Palestinian and
Israeli memories of 1947 to 1949. The bulk of existing research on Israeli and Palestinian
history focuses on the military successes of the Zionists but largely neglects the other
factors that contributed to Israel’s statehood; therefore, I chose to focus on the more
personal experiences rather than on the national or international ones while recognizing
spatial interactions demonstrate hegemony and inform national narratives.
Because of the map viewer’s blind faith in the hegemonic power’s cartography,
alternative mapping is rarely produced by the weaker. While there are Palestinian maps
and mapping centers, older Palestinians maps are incredibly difficult to access. However,
many of the maps I viewed or currently have in my possession were created in recent
years to document former Palestinian space. This demonstrates the current Palestinian
cartographic resistance while limiting my research in terms of this resistance’s origin or
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history. Additionally, due to the language barrier and seeming suspicion of internationals
particularly at the time of the Flightilla, my visit to the Central Zionist Archives in
Jerusalem during July 2011 proved fruitless. While the Archives are currently scanning
early Zionist maps into their computer system, they are named by number in sequence
scanned rather than year produced or the organization responsible for their production.
Nor are they organized chronologically within this database. For these reasons, gaining
any information on these Zionist and Israeli maps was nearly impossible. As I was
forbidden from bringing anything into the computer room with me while viewing these
maps, I was unable to take any notes.
Despite these limitations, my research provides more personal insight into the
conflict than much of the macro research. As Said points out, “the concrete human detail
of Palestinian existence was sacrificed to big general ideas,” through its somewhat simple
comparisons to other anti-colonialist movements, such as those of Algeria and Vietnam.97
Considering the more subtle, and perhaps more subconscious, changes that occurred in
Palestine’s landscape can offer a glimpse into the experiences of the two populations of
Palestine in history and currently. While the outside elements and military actions that
contributed to the establishment of Israel are of great significance, it is also highly
relevant to consider the “nonviolent” conquests that occurred and how they affected the
people involved. This history may indeed offer greater or different answers to the current
conflict and the ways the two populations interact with one another than do military
tactics and international politics.
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INTRODUCTION TO RESEARCH
“Groups with territorial ambitions create an alternative set of institutional anchors
that strengthen their dominant position on the landscape while undermining the viability
of those anchors securing subaltern groups to the land.”98 The use of the term anchor
demonstrates the permanency intended through different actions by the Zionist
leadership. These various methods of anchoring are also referred to as “de-signification”:
“Mindful of the centrality of control of the land, landscape and its meanings for political
hegemony, Israeli authorities pursued a strategy which, by removing the past cultural
traces of other peoples from the landscape, undercut and weakened Palestinians claims to
this territory….”99 While attempting to de-signify the land for the Palestinians, the
Zionist authorities landscaped a space to be familiar to the Jewish immigrants. The
control of space through various means lent itself to the founding of Israel, and below I
will demonstrate how anchors were rooted and how this informed the populations of their
histories and the role they were to play in the new space. I also explored the ways these
Zionist anchors were resisted with varying degrees of success.

MODERNIZATION AND MAKING THE DESERT BLOOM
Europeans could, and did, profess admiration for a separate and distinctive
Orient while at the same time promoting the necessity of a transforming
and beneficial European imperial presence in the Orient.100
-Heffernan
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A great deal of the effort put forth by the Zionist movement in Israel envisioned,
or at least publicly proposed, making improvements on the land. These intentions or
promises came to be known as an attempt to make the desert bloom. This discourse
largely utilized the language of modernity, modernization and Zionist superiority.
Speaking in such terms was successful as was the promotion of developing neglected
land, especially in its implications of benefit for the Palestinians also. This language
created a Palestine that was “…an empty land awaiting its Jewish redemption.”101
Redemption, another significiant term in the Zionist lexicon, refers to returning the land
to its divinely ordained Jewish ownership.102
Population and Land Ownership
Palestinian
Population

1919
533,000

1929
744,250

1939
989,688

1946
1,237,334

57,000
156,840
445,457
608,225
Jewish
Population
2.04
4.4
5.7
7.0
% of land Jewishowned
Source: From Haven to Conquest103. While viewing this chart and considering Palestinian population
growth, we must remember the greater Palestinian childbirth rate and that this was prior to the War of 1948
which resulted in the fleeing or expulsion of 850,000 Palestinians. The war also sharply increased the
amount of land owned by the Jewish population despite the slow increases seen on this chart.

The assumed superiority of the Zionist project was demonstrated through Zionist
technical expertise in agriculture. While the leadership boasted of this, most cultivable
land in Palestine was farmed by the time the British Mandate began. The Zionists argued,
however, that their technological advances would actually increase the acreage of
cultivable land. Regardless, with the help of the $445 million donated by the American
Jewish community prior to 1948, the Zionist agricultural venture was almost fail-proof.
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This wealth was additionally supplemented by $482 million, the value of the property the
Zionists received after the Palestinians were expelled.104
Some scholars actually disagree with the agricultural success claimed by the
Zionists, stating “its contribution did not exceed 15% of the total intake of calories by the
urban Jewish population.” Furthermore, in some ways their agriculture was detrimental to
the Palestinian economy. Palestinians had developed and made profitable citriculture
prior to mass Jewish immigration. Despite this, the Zionist leadership invested money
earned from land sales in orange groves, resulting in the oversupply of oranges to
European markets. Oranges, of course, then experienced a decline in price. Still others
argue Palestine was already being incorporated into the World Capitalist System while
still under Ottoman rule, beginning in the 1830s.105 If the Zionists recognized this, they
attributed all existing development in Palestine to those inhabiting the land prior to the
Arabs.106
The Zionists’ supposed ability to modernize necessarily assumed the
backwardness of the Palestinians as development and progress can only be judged against
their opposite. For the Zionists, if Palestinians failed to recognize the benefits they
enjoyed because of Zionist immigration, they were simply too backward to recognize
progress. This created the perfect cyclical argument: for Palestinians to resist Zionist
modernization meant they were backward and more badly needed Zionist modernization.
At the same time, the concept of Zionist modernization was threatened by the
Jewish population as well, specifically the Sephardim or those Jewish immigrants from
104
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Middle Eastern and North African countries.107 There were attempts through the control
of immigration to limit the size of this community as well as the weak and mentally ill.108
As I mentioned in my review of literature, this Jewish demographic threatened the image
of the Jewish pioneer colonizing a neglected land. This demographic was Arab, and
therefore, backward after all.
Also, again we see the tension between a state being simultaneously new and
historical, epochalist and essentialist.109 I mentioned previously the concept of downward
mobility, and many of the Jewish immigrants adopted Arab clothing and rid themselves
of their European names, attempting to (re)connect with their biblical home.110 At the
same time, they appropriated Arab foods as their own: couscous, hummus, and falafel
became Israeli.111 Similarly, great pride was taken in the desert that was not conquered or
de-desertified. This desert was considered pure and untouched; here again is the
appreciation of that which is biblical and Oriental. Hiking through this desert provided
the new immigrants with an activity connecting them with their history. However, it also
demonstrated another disconnection from a land that remained alien despite attempts to
make it familiar. Many died while hiking from attacks by Bedouins, getting lost, or
dehydration.112
Modernization required the manipulation of nature that, work that largely became
the responsibility of the native Palestinians. While Theodor Herzl, considered the father
of Zionism by many, never visited Palestine, he stated, “If we move into a region where
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there are wild animals to which the Jews are not accustomed – big snakes, etc. – I shall
use the natives, prior to giving them employment in the transit countries, for the
extermination of these animals.”113 While potentially clarifying the often questioned
Zionist plans for transfer of the indigenous population, it also highlights the struggles the
immigrants were to face in a new and alien environment. Herzl also differentiates
between the Zionist movement and the early Europeans by stating that, with the Jews’
technological advances, they would bomb wild animals rather than spearing them. This
manipulation of nature may have seemed to disconnect the immigrants from the land
were its results not successful in creating an even stronger bond, which I will address
later.114
BUILDINGS AND REBUILDING
In addition to increasing cultivable land through advanced agricultural techniques,
the Zionist venture resulted in Palestinians moving toward wage labor as the exclusively
Jewish kibbutzim, or communal farm, replaced Palestinian family farms. While working
construction jobs in service to the new Jewish state, the Palestinians were unable to
rebuild their own homes despite the loss or destruction of their former homes.115 Of
course, determining housing was of immediate priority for the Zionist leadership as it
prepared for the new population. Most of the new communities were settled on what the
leadership referred to as abandoned Arab properties; the Israeli authorities determined in
the 1950s these villages numbered 360 while Palestinians determined in the 1980s they
numbered between 390 and 472. This discrepancy may be attributed to Israeli
minimalizing the damage that was wreaked while Palestinians’ higher figures may be
113
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their attempt to draw further attention to al-Nakba. The discrepancy may also be due to
improved Palestinian archiving. The term “abandoned” is also fraught in discussions of
Jewish settlement during and after the War of 1948. The disagreement over the use of
“abandoned” arises because various factors contributed to the Palestinian flight from their
villages, ranging from fear to invasions by Zionist fighters.116
Plan Dalet was the Zionist military plan, which determined the fate of Palestinian
villages – population transfer and/or destruction. However, Plan Dalet granted great
discretion to the senior commanders in each region. Complete destruction of a village
often occurred if it was considered a strong base for Arab resistance; this destruction
provided building materials during war time shortages, allowing for the construction of
new homes. This construction may have not otherwise been possible. Also factoring into
the decision-making process was the Transfer Committee; scholarship on this committee
is largely lacking. However, it is known that the Transfer Committee preferred that
villages be destroyed to prevent Palestinians from returning to their homes. While this
committee was composed of those who were to become the early Israeli government, the
committee was never officially endorsed. Scholarship on the Transfer Committee is
largely lacking though widespread knowledge of its existence would reveal intentions
Zionists may not want well known. The committee, though, decided if any structures
should remain standing, they should at least be renovated.117 Through renovation, the
homes became almost unfamiliar to their original Palestinian owner, and ownership was
even less likely to be recognized.
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With all of the renovations, cultural relics were not safeguarded by the Zionist
authorities. Only some public buildings, such as schools, that could be used by the new
immigrants remained; the Zionists were less concerned about Palestinians returning to
these buildings. Christian religious buildings generally survived while mosques were
allowed to deteriorate or eventually served as cow sheds and restaurants.118
Buildings aside, after the war the newly empty land fell under the control of the
Custodian for Absentee Property; the Agricultural Ministry eventually leased the land to
Jewish farmers. However, by September of 1948, the new Israeli government declared no
more Palestinians villages could be destroyed without its authority as the villages were
too badly needed for immigrants. With the passing of UN Resolution 194 stating the right
of Palestinians to return to their villages or demanding compensation for loss of
Palestinian property, the Settlement Agency of the Israeli government quickly increased
its settlement of immigrants in formerly Palestinian villages to prevent Palestinian return
as the resolution was nonbinding.119
Living in existing Palestinian structures was considered temporary since these
structures were considered primitive and unsuitable for the new immigrants. Instead
Israeli planners envisioned European-like neighborhoods rather than these seemingly
haphazard and unplanned villages. In this attempt at modernizing Palestinian structures
for Israeli use, 2,600 housing units, public buildings, and stores were erected by
September of 1949 in 27 Arab villages. In only 13 of these 27 villages did the renovated
Palestinian buildings continue to be used by settlers. By 1967, almost nothing remained
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of this aspect of the Palestinian landscape as the buildings were destroyed or completely
deteriorated.120
While transforming the village layout, the Zionists destroyed the Palestinian
network of production, communications, and trade.121 The destruction of these villages
also resulted in the gridding of the landscape. The curving streets of towns and villages
became straight and broad boulevards. Even the trees along either side were planted in
straight lines indicating a nearby Jewish settlement.122 This organization serves to better
control both the landscape and the population, particularly Palestinian movement, and
creates blocks that are more easily bought and sold while simultaneously attempting to
render the villages unfamiliar to its previous
inhabitants.123
This process continues today: as the
settlements are created in as Western an image
as possible, their inhabitants and visitors can
easily forget their oasis is in the Middle East.
One such settlement west of Jerusalem, Maale Adumim, could be a United States or
European suburb. Surrounded by lush greenery and rows of palm trees, the settlement is
also constructing a pond to be stocked with fish to complement its already existing
swimming pool. The palms and future pond are captured in these photos.
In the early days of Israel as immigrants
feared Palestinians returning to their villages, they
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also feared the Jewish community being swept into the sea. The reinforcement of this fear
by the government and individuals strengthened the Jewish historical narrative of living
under constant threat.
I witnessed this most when visiting Gush Etzion.124 Upon my arrival, I was shown
a film titled “Pioneers of the Judean Hills,” which presented the destruction of the
settlement in 1948 by Arabs. These pioneers are shown as having a great commitment to
establishing this agricultural settlement despite the surrounding hostile Arabs. The film
continues by stating it is “here in these mountains, the Bible comes to life,” situating the
viewer directly in Israel and its history. The film then shows the Arab attack on the
settlement while showing Jewish children being taken away on buses prior to the attacks,
quickly conjuring up images of the Holocaust. As the film ends and the screen raises, the
viewers are invited to step behind where the screen was to look down into the pit where
the Jewish fighters hid before being killed when a grenade was thrown in. Gush Etzion is
another site of memorial for and commemoration of those who have given their lives for
the state of Israel and strengthens its settlers’resolve.
A Gush Etzion settler, whose name was not provided, demonstrated this resolve,
reiterating the justification of the establishment of Israel by asking, “What is the
significance?” when explaining the Jewish are the only people to have been exiled,
survived, returned, and rebuilt. For him, this means the bond of thousands of year is
stronger. In this settler’s decision to immigrate to Israel from London, we see Israel’s
success in creating a home for world Jewry as he explained he felt as though he was
coming home even when leaving his London home behind.
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The Zionist narrative also emerges when this settler compares the work of the
early Israelis to that of the pioneers in America – according to him, in both cases, there
were no intentions of stealing land, only developing the land. We also see in this
particular settler existential fears and fears of displacement as he claims that if the wars
of 1967 and 1973 were lost, the Jewish people could have been wiped off the map. This
insecurity leads him to question Israel’s friendships with other countries, including
American support which he believes will always prioritize oil over Israel.125 While this
settler promotes a more extreme ideology than other Israelis, his narrative remains
relevant in the discussion of memories and feelings of uprootedness and perfectly
embodies what the early Zionist so hoped to instill in the new population – a sense of the
Jewish community naturally belonging on the land.
As Sand points out, experts were essential in the establishment of the state, and
archeologists were crucial. Archeology was exploited to bridge antiquity and modernity
as “…the explorations of Jewish antiquities and archaeologies were, in the main, tools for
validating present Jewish colonization, rather than prompting genuine interest in national
histories and trajectories.”126 For instance, the story of Masada127 became well-known
only in the late 19th century. In 1948, its excavation was declared a successful national
mission, and it eventually served as a site for army ceremonies and as a celebration of
heroism.128
PLANTING
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The afforestation campaign allowed the new immigrants to remember both their
European homes and the biblical Israel as it never existed. It was assumed to be covered
with the forests of the Garden of Eden prior to the neglect of the Exile. While typical
colonial missions resulted in deforestation due to the exploitation of raw materials, the
nationalist-colonialist movement of Zionism encouraged the planting of pines and now
the country boasts having more trees today than 100 years prior unlike any other country
on earth.129 As of today, the Jewish National Fund (JNF) claims responsibility for
planting 240 million130 trees in Israel/Palestine since the organization’s campaign began
in 1932.131 However, tree-planting was actually done as early as 1908 through the a
Jewish teacher’s union, which organized planting ceremonies conducted by the
students.132
Rooting a people to their homeland through planting has played an important role
in many national movements. Even the languages of nationalism and planting are often
conflated. “Once rooted, the irresistible cycle of vegetation, where death merely
composted the process of rebirth, seemed to promise true national immortality.”133 This
promise of permanency has encouraged many new nations to take control of nature not
only to create a geographic location in its own image but to assert unquestioned and
unending control over a region. The creation of Israel was no exception, and the various
plants rooted in the soil of the desert came to represent the new Israeli and the Jews who
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failed to make it to the homeland. The trees also served to stand in contrast to the desert;
the lack of trees represented underdevelopment.134 For the JNF, afforestation was the
ultimate “conquest of the wilderness.”135
Perhaps the greatest symbol and fact-on-the-ground was the pine tree, strongly
promoted by the JNF. The pines served many different purposes: protecting Israel’s
border areas, providing spaces of leisure, creating communal bonds in their planting,
representing those who did not make it to the homeland, rooting the landless Jew, lending
a tangible aspect to the redeeming of the land, and even involving women as they were
employeed at tree nurseries. The pine’s success in these areas is in large part due to their
seeming inevitability in nature.136
Connecting antiquity to modernity, the Zionist movement promoted the belief that
prior to the destruction of the Temple, the land had been covered in forests.137 In addition
to creating and maintaining this memory, the pines instilled in their visitors and planters a
sense of memorial for those lost and even for those who chose not to immigrate. Many of
the forests were named after the dead and after tragedies, such as The Forest of Martyred
Children;138 and the planting, as a ritual, is sometimes compared to a burial while also
representing birth or rebirth. One representative of the JNF Teacher’s Association
demonstrates this in her reminder to children “that you do not plant trees, but people.”139
In this sense, the pines also served as proxy immigrants. Some have suggested the ritual
of planting a pine prepares children for their own death, perhaps especially in the service
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of their country. As they dig a hole for the pine and recover it with soil, the children
experience both death and birth with the work of their own hands.140 Through memorial,
the dead also play their role in the establishment of Israel.141 Through fundraising,
individuals around the world were able to assist in this campaign, too. For instance,
according to a 1947 New York Times article, Christian American children gave 1,000
trees to the Children’s Memorial Forest “in memory of the 1,000,000 Jewish children
who died in Europe during the war.”142
The aspect of birth that accompanies the planting of a pine emerges from the pine
as a memorial for those lost and the (re)birth of a new community. This concept is similar
to assuming the birth of the nation was necessary after the Russian pogroms or the
Holocaust, as Israel became a necessity for many. And as the pine grew, so too did the
nation. The symbol of the pine as growth is evident as a tree is often planted in
celebration of one’s birthday for which he/she is given a certificate. The pine’s growth
then becomes intertwined with that of the child, creating a bond between the two.143 Prior
to the establishment of the state, children were often named after trees; they were also
described as trees in children’s books. One book series used a chopped tree with branches
newly sprouting to demonstrate the renewal of the Jewish community.144
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The importance of the pine as a symbol is most clearly
seen in the JNFs campaign posters. Some posters are similar
to the abovementioned book series, showing broken branches
but leaves sprouting regardless.145 In one such JNF poster of
1950, it is difficult to tell if the images on the poster are trees
or people. Another such poster
from 1970 states, “The forest
protects you – protect the
forest,” and shows a child hugging a tree that consist of
images of tanks; once again the tree serves as a weapon
providing protection. A 1951 poster for the Forest of
Martyred Children places trees on one side and the
Holocaust’s young victims on the other side, each forming
the exact same shape as the other.
However, Palestinian posters also utilized the
symbolism of trees. For example, one from 1980
entitled “He will be planted more firmly” shows a man
without feet but with tree roots in their place, suggesting
his rootedness in the land. Another poster from 1965
entitled “The Intilaqa” shows figures in what appears to
be robes whose bodies become tree trunks as they
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approach the ground. In this way, Palestinians attempted to prove their rootedness to the
land just as the Israelis had.146
Of course, the JNF also made promises of environmental benefits that would
result from the planting of forests and their other activities. Again, experts played a role
in this task by researching the soil and vegetation of Palestine for the JNF. By 1943, the
JNF was also attempting to reverse desertification in the Negev; and, by 1948, the JNF
had settled 250,000 Israelis in the Negev. The JNF continues to present itself as an
environmental organization today, claiming its trees prevent soil erosion, preserve
watersheds, provide oxygen, serve as a wildlife habitat and provide spaces of leisure
during times of crises.147 71 of the 418 Palestinian villages destroyed between 1947 and
1949 are now JNF-managed tourist and recreation sites, and half of these are covered or
surrounded by JNF forests.148
Year

Number of Planted Trees in Israel

1948

5,000,000

Number of Dunams of Land with
Forests
100,000

1968

95,000,000

400,000

1991

190,000,000

800,000

2007

260,000,000

997,325

Source: Jewish National Fund, Land Development Authority149. The numbers provided are cumulative.

Despite the environmental promises, the trees have sometimes caused great
damage to the land. In addition to resulting in the transfer of Bedouin from the Negev, the
heavy equipment used damaged existing vegetation. Furthermore, monocultural planting
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such as happened with the pine leads to an endemic pine aphid, puts them at risk for fire
and arson, and its needles increase acidity in the soil preventing other vegetation. As the
ecological benefits disappear, some suggest the forests are holding land until it is needed
by the Jewish community. The Land Administration of Israel chops the trees down when
it determines more land is needed for the growing population.150 The planting of trees
continues today through various campaigns. For example, during the first intifada, the
JNF campaign “A Tree for a Tree” resulted in planting three million saplings for a
million trees burned in Palestinian arson. The arson proved to many Israelis that the
Palestinians lacked any regard for nature.151 This Palestinian arson also demonstrates the
impernanence of the landscaping of Israel; these seemingly permanent Zionist
accomplishments can be reversed or erased and result in resistance to them.
In addition to claiming undeveloped land, the forests also serve larger purposes.
They were often planted in predominantly Palestinian areas so the villages were not able
to expand. In the newly conquered areas, Jewish immigrants would create settlements
overnight by immediately laying pipes and planting trees. This would occur in areas that
were not necessarily cultivable but could at least be developed in this way. While
agricultural settlements could not be established, trees could be planted to claim the
areas.
As the trees became important in claiming land, laws were created to protect the
trees and the land lying beneath them. Many pre-existing Ottoman laws were disregarded
by the Zionist authorities unless they furthered the movement. The Ottoman Empire’s
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kanunnames declared trees private property as they took time to produce food.152 This the
Zionist authorities quickly took advantage of as it also stated a tree forever belonged to
its planter regardless of what became of the land surrounding it. The Zionist authorities
also utilized the British government’s Palestine Forest Ordinance of 1926, which declared
a license from the government was required before certain trees could be cut down.153
The JNFs pine trees continue to remind the Jewish immigrants and visitors of the
Western, and modern, lives they or their ancestors simultaneously left behind and brought
with them. As pictured, Jerusalem’s Holocaust museum, Yad Vashem, guides the visitor
through the years of the Holocaust. As the
visitor exits Yad Vashem they are left on a
vast veranda overlooking a canyon of
countless pines – the pines and Israel as the
solution to and end result of the struggles of
the Holocaust.
But perhaps the most important
purpose served by afforestation was the attempt to erase the Palestinian memory of their
home. Much as the trees prevented the Palestinians from physically returning to their
homes, they almost prevented the Palestinians from emotionally returning to their homes
though this has been resisted through storytelling as I will discuss later. The forests
helped the Zionist conquerors to create a Palestine that never existed but in biblical
memory. At the same time, “[r]emaking the material landscape as a forested one, the JNF
sought to interfere with Palestinian landscape memory by rendering it unrecognizable. In
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doing so, the JNF hoped to dispel Palestinian desires to return, since the place they left no
longer visibly existed.”154
In many ways, the Palestinians have resisted this erasure, continuing to plant olive
trees as has been done throughout their history and re-planting them when they are
uprooted by Israeli soldiers or settlers. The Palestinians of Israel, the West Bank, and
Gaza use both the physical planting and the resulting symbolism much like the Israelis
above. Similarly, these symbols serve to unite the Palestinians despite isolation and
exile.155 In terms of symbolic agriculture, the cactus (al-saber), the orange (al-burtuqal),
and the olive tree (al-zaytuna) best represent the Palestinian people, their struggle, and
unite them as a community.156
The cactus, thorny outside and sweet inside, was often used to decipher one
Palestinian’s land from another’s. Rather than being divisive, these border cacti belonged
to both neighbors; and the entire community was allowed to pick them. This contributed
to creating a bond among the community, and the eating of the cactus was a ritual.
Because of the thorns, the father or grandfather generally opened it for the family while
everyone gathered around. Palestinians see themselves in the cactus, in its resilience,
generosity, and survival despite a harsh climate.157
In 1948, the orange replaced the cactus as the primary symbol of the Palestinian
people; while the cactus represented Palestinian rootedness, the orange better represented
a now displaced and fragmented people. Despite these negative connotations, the
Palestinians took great pride in the “Jaffa orange” as a product of Palestine widely
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exported in Europe. However, the Zionists ultimately co-opted the Jaffa orange as its
own, defining for the Palestinians the parallels between the cooptation of the orange and
colonization of their nation.158
Perhaps the best known symbol, the olive tree, existed in Palestine since 8,000
BC. Because of its long history in Palestine, the olive tree also connects Palestinians to
their history and ancestors as the trees are passed through generations. Much like the
opening of the cactus, maintaining and harvesting an olive orchard has contributed to the
communal spirit of the Palestinian farmers as well as to the Palestinian diet. Connecting
the generations is best demonstrated in a Palestinian proverb: “Gharasu fa-akalna wanaghrosu fa-yaekoun” or “The [past generations] planted so we ate and we plant so they
[future generations] eat.” Olive trees take 15 years to fully mature and generally older
Palestinians plant the new olive trees. Therefore, the olive tree represents much more
than economic gains;159 rather it connects the older generations to the younger ones.
I witnessed a form of agricultural resistance while staying at Tent of Nations, a
land of 100 acres consisting of caves and tents on a hilltop surrounded by Israeli
settlements on all sides, near Bethlehem. To approach Tent of Nations, you must climb
around boulders placed on the road by settlers to prevent the Palestinian family from
driving to their land and creating further hardship for them. It is then only a short hike to
the land. The tents provide guests places to sleep while the caves provide space for Israeli
and Palestinian children to meet, in the hopes of reconciliation at least on a personal
level, which the Nasser family believes is where peace will begin. The Nassar family who
lives on and runs Tent of Nations have passed the land down through several generations.
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Their olive trees are continuously uprooted by settlers. Therefore, similar to the JNFs
campaign of planting pines in response to Palestinian arson, the Nassars raise funds to
plant more and more olive trees no matter how many times they are uprooted. 160
NAMING AND RE-NAMING
Place-names have always been implicated in the cultural identity of the
people who occupy the land. Naming a place anew is a widely
documented act of political possession in settlement history. Equally, the
taking away of a name is an act of dispossession…a name could [also] be
a potentially dangerous symbol of survival.161
-J.B. Harley
The importance of symbols in creating a cohesive society is also viewed through
the naming of places, or toponymy. Language is a tool of colonization, and place-names
must make sense to the colonizer so that life in the new land has meaning.162 Because
Hebrew and Arabic are members of the same linguistic group, translating Arabic names
into Hebrew ones was fairly simple. So simple that, by the time Israel was established,
only 73 of 889 place-names remained Arabic. As I have mentioned before, even secular
Zionists were often essentialist in their toponymic preferences, with Biblical and
Talmudic names given to places in primarily secular communities.163
Zionist naming began in the Negev Desert by the Israel Exploration Society
(IES), which became known as the Negev Naming Committee (NNC) in 1925. The NNC
was established because military conquest alone would prove insufficient and facts on the
ground, such as place-names, were necessary. This was, after all, another way of claiming
territory.
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For the Arabic names found too “gloomy”, the NNC replaced them with positive
ones; for example, Bir Khandis or Well of the Shadow of Death became Be’er Orah or
Well of Light. Many Zionists and members of the NNC felt justified in the re-naming
since the Bedouin had been removed from the Negev. Furthermore, it was deemed
acceptable because the Arabic names were assumed to be distorted versions of and
originating from the original Hebrew names. The essentialist names for ancestors and
biblical sites were assigned to sites though no connection existed between the site and the
particular ancestor or the biblical story. Toponymy also assisted in creating rootedness as
demonstrated in the assigning of Hebrew names to natural phenomena. In all, the NNC
assigned 120 historical names or names for natural features, 50 for biblical figures, 175
from translations from Arabic, 150 for names similar to those already in Arabic, 30
modernized versions, and eight were allowed to remain unchanged.164
None of the names held weight until they were documented. The NNC quickly
published their place names along with the Arabic names in a gazetteer, and the JNF
eventually took over the NNCs duties, increasing the speed of the process. An
essentialist/epochalist conflict did exist in Zionist toponymy. This difference in opinion
emerged over naming places for martyrs and naming places of biblical or historical
origin. Those who promoted the former insisted these names would encourage the
enlistment of soldiers while those who promoted the latter insisted these names would
encourage immigration. Those preferring ancient names thought they better tamed an
unfamiliar landscape:
They established a connection with the ancient landscapes, and this
connection could be made concrete only by the use of the ancient names –
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since the actual physical landscape they found was alien, threatening, and
populated with alien, threatening people. The resurrection of the ancient
Hebrew names domesticated this alien landscape and served as a powerful
means for turning the spiritual homeland into a real, earthly homeland.
These names became familiar to the Jewish settlers though knowledge of the ancient
Jewish communities that preceded remained lacking. The JNF created 200 new names
between May 1948 and March 1951, the same number of names assigned during the
whole 22 years of the British Mandate.165
The Palestinian community has, too, begun to recognize the importance of
printing and
remembering placenames so they may be
recognized by future
generations. Despite the
seizure of many
Palestinian archives
during the War of 1948,
the Palestinians also
resisted Israeli toponymy by remembering the original names of villages and even streets.
Palestinian children today identify with their family’s original village.166 “No ‘flawless
Hebrew map’ could ever wipe out the names that the villagers carried with them into
exile. They gave streets and neighborhoods in the refugee camps the names of the
destroyed villages. They recorded them on their gravestones and immortalized them on
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maps.” 167 For instance, when I visited Dheisheh refugee camp,168 I witnessed a mural
that commemorated the villages destroyed in 1947 and 1948, as pictured above. While
visiting Akka in northern Israel, I witnessed street signs in celebration of Salah ad-Din;
though small, these signs were hard fought for by Akka’s Palestinians. Though the signs
and names may seem insignificant, they are an important way of holding on to a memory
of a place and remembering what it once was and who the population once was.169 An
organization, “They Remember”, also marks streets in Israel with their original names
and provides tours of the original landscape of Palestine.170 All original place-names are
also documented in the Palestinian Encyclopaedia, demonstrating the importance of this
remembrance.171
MAPPING
Like all immigrant societies, we attempted to erase all alien names…The
Hebrew map of Israel constitutes one stratum in my consciousness,
underlaid by the stratum of the previous Arab map.172
-Meron Benvenisti
Many scholars believe cartographers play as an important role in the
establishment of the state as any architects or planters173 because maps enable a particular
territory to become real in the lives of its population.174 A map’s power lays in its ability
to be a model for what the cartographer wishes rather than an unbiased model of
reality.175 Zionist maps informed their viewers how this new space should be seen and
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lived in. The Zionists seemingly faced little resistance in this area from the Palestinians if
we disregard mapping by the Ottomans. We may assume that as a smaller society,
Palestinians had less reason to map as taxing and other reasons for mapping were left to
the Ottoman Empire, reminding us of the argument that maps were less necessary in rural
communities.176
While one NNC member insisted “[t]he erasure of everything written on the map
is a scientific disaster,” most others believed it was another step in the complete
redemption of the land. The JNF-produced maps were largely based on the British
Mandate maps so that the fonts, colors, and symbols provided credibility. The JNF also
included active silences or omissions. Sites lacking a Hebrew name seemed to not exist at
all or to be entirely empty; the Palestinian spaces became now terra incognita.177 Oddly,
another area neglected by JNF mapping was its forests. This may be attributable to the
limited success of afforestation as it only claimed 9% of the land.178
The JNF produced both scientific and propaganda, or symbolic, maps; however,
to use the term “propaganda” to describe a map problematically implies that a purely
scientific map exists. Scientific maps are generally considered more reliable as their
accuracy is assumed; propaganda maps utilize symbols that fairly obviously display the
interests or intentions of the producer of the map. On Zionist maps, the more important
settlements were represented with larger letters and darker colors. Sites of importance in
Jewish history were featured while unrelated historical sites were ignored. When
Palestinian villages were represented, the print was small to downplay the size of that
particular population. On a 1934 JNF propaganda map, Palestinian areas were
176
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represented with a solid black circle and Palestinian villages with a hollow circle.
However, the Jewish settlements were not only named but their names were underlined.
The line under the name, solid or broken, depended upon how much assistance that
particular settlement received from the JNF. This made the Jewish individually-owned
areas barely distinguishable from the Palestinian areas. One such map produced by the
JNF in 1937 shown here.179 This is how JNF maps often heavily differentiated land
owned by the JNF from that owned by Jewish individuals; I will go into more detail on
this below.180
Land owned by the JNF was presented on its
maps as consisting of large and brightly-colored
blocks, while areas simply owned by Jewish
individuals was shown as scattered and
noncontiguous. On the JNF maps provided to
schools, JNF-owned land was colored black while
Jewish-owned land was colored grey. These
different methods of shading resulted in the map’s
viewer seeing the JNF-owned land as being greater
than it actually was. Even on the supposedly scientific maps, the Jordan River was
pictured running down the middle of the map, implying land on either side belonged to
Israel – an obvious political statement. A 1934 JNF map even featured a slogan stating,
“Your eyes are viewing the areas of land of the Homeland which have been redeemed by
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the Jewish National Fund and settled by the Keren
Hayesod,” once again implying land simply Jewishowned did not qualify as redeemed.181
The JNF was established in 1901 to collect
funds for purchasing land in Palestine but also had a
heavy hand in the production of maps of Israel. As
we have seen, the JNFs propaganda material
familiarized the Jewish immigrants and Jews all over the world with the map of Israel.
These maps were on stamps, film strips, lapel pins, ink pens (pictured above), and most
importantly the blue box, which collected one-sixth of the JNFs total income between
1918 and 1937.182 These items all contributed to the map becoming a logo and, therefore,
an even stronger symbol as it grew to be immediately recognizable.183
The JNFs blue boxes were placed in synagogues, homes, and schools throughout
the West to collect money for the redemption of the land in Palestine. It was decorated
with a map of Greater Israel though the design changed
throughout the years and for different countries. In 1934,
the box was designed with a white borderless map of
Israel, as the white spilled over onto the right side of the
box. The only other color on the box was the bright blue
of the Mediterranean Sea. Similarly, the particular blue
box pictured not only features the Jordan River in the
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middle of the map but has also colored the regions of land redeemed by the JNF, leaving
other Jewish-owned
owned land white just as the land inhabited by Palestinians. This map, once
again, presents Israel/Palestine as empty of inhabitants and waiting to be filled,
fill 184 just as
European maps once present
presented America as a land empty of people and obstacles and
awaiting settlement.185
However, just as in America, there were
obstacles to be confronted in the existing
population. Abu Fahim,, a Palestinian I met,
was and continues
tinues to be just one such obstacle.
Born and raised in Mahmoud Darwish’s village
of al-Birwe, he shows best the way memories
of places can strengthen over time. When
visiting the land where al-Birwe
Birwe once stood,
Abu Fahim showed a map he had drawn,
recreating
ing the village has it was prior to 1948. On this map, were the lots drawn as
squares accompanied by the names of the families that had once lived in them. He walked
around the land that now consists entirely of stone on the ground with no structures,
showing
ing where the school, church, mosque
mosque, and cemetery were.. In the cemetery, stones
still remained representing the exact site where bodies were buried. Along with the map
were Abu Fahim’s title to the land and the key to his home that no longer exists.
exist These
items and his childhood memories make evident the resolve of the Palestinians to resist
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forgetting; in an interview with an Israeli paper, Abu Fahim said he would return to the
village today if possible with only a tent and the hopes of being buried there.
The website www.PalestineRemembered.com has gone through great pains to
document population shifts in each village through tables and the destruction of villages
through maps. Other maps document th
the land
expropriated by the JNF.. Organizations such as
the Palestine Mapping Center186 produce maps
such as the one I purchased that is a Palestinian
tourist map, featuring all of the original Arabic
place-names
names and completely omitting Hebrew
names.
PALESTINIAN NARRATIVES
Experiences such as Abu Fahim’s are those that are passed down to younger
generations. As Nur Masalha has pointed out, oral history is the “key genre of Palestinian
historiography – a genre guarding against the ‘disappearance from hi
history’
story’ of the
Palestinian people.”187 The
he interviews conducted with Palestinians being evicted from the
East Jerusalem neighborhood of Sheikh Jarrah reveal the weight given to educating the
young of their history and sharing a narrative that is often suppres
suppressed or overpowered by
the Israeli narrative, particularly in reference to 1948. These voices are also significant as
they belong to Palestinians who are now being made refugees
refugees,, though they still identify
with their families’ original pre
pre-1948 villages. The strength of this identification is seen
in that that one may tell a Palestinian’s village of origin based on his or her family name.
186
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These interviews took place in various places: al-Ram of the West Bank and the East
Jerusalem neighborhoods of Dahiat al-Bareed, Shu’fat, and Sheikh Jarrah between July
15th and July 26th.
Rifka al-Kurd, a 98-year old woman currently residing in Sheikh Jarrah was the
only of the interviewees who lived through al-Nakba. She explained the difficulties of
living through three different occupations: British, Jordanian, and Israeli. Like others she
looks back on the years prior to 1948 under the British Mandate as being ones of wealth
and luxuries such as cars. It is these stories which she has passed down to her son Nabil
who speaks of the good relationships between Palestinians and Jews prior to 1948. Their
neighbor, Saleh Diab, also explains the ever-present experience of occupation as his
grandfather fought the British, and he and his son, now only one year old, will fight the
Israeli occupation. Saleh’s father explained Palestinian history to him as he was growing
up, but Saleh explains it is much more difficult when you begin to see it with your own
eyes.188 Maher Hanoun has the same concerns for his own son, instilling in him
Palestinian pride but also wondering where he will be transferred as he becomes an
adult.189
Raed al-Kurd was told stories by his mom, Um al-Kurd, of the wars of 1948 and
1967. Um al-Kurd, born in 1952, was told stories of 1948 by her own mother who
witnessed Zionist violence, leading to her flight from her original village. Um al-Kurd
recounted that former Israeli prime minister Golda Meir once claimed that as old people
die, their history is forgotten. For Um al-Kurd, this implies the Palestinians whose
existence Golda Meir once denied would eventually cease to be a people. Golda Meir’s
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words have also made Um al-Kurd more resolved to have her children and grandchildren
learn their family’s story even better than their fathers. Through this education, she
knows she may die before she is able to take back her right to live on her land but insists
her children or grandchildren will continue fighting for this right even if it takes a million
years. Raed describes his experience of becoming a refugee time and again stating “All
[their] life is transferring from one place to another.” He says that, while he cannot
imagine his own future, he cannot imagine that of his sons.190
While many Palestinians evicted or soon to be evicted from Sheikh Jarrah seem
hopeless, some believe they will return. They are more optimistic when considering the
larger Palestinian struggle. Many of their hopes are raised by the visits of internationals,
who will ideally return home to share the Palestinians’ stories with their countries. At the
same time, rather than reliance on internationals, their greatest hope is in the telling of
their own story from generation to generation, thereby keeping their history alive. By also
demonstrating sumud, or steadfastness, the Palestinians of the Tent of Nations resist by
continuously replanting olive trees when others are uprooted. Similarly, the Palestinians
of Akka recognize the importance of maintaining original streetnames that celebrate a
Palestinian hero rather than allowing them to be Hebraized. Furthermore, Abu Fahim’s
map of al-Birwe allows him to create a permanent artifact of the village that once was,
providing something to share so as to educate others, and prevent even just one village
from being forgotten and hence dying.
Through this education and the constant retelling of narratives, Palestinians
attempt to prove and make permanent their national identity. Edward Said has referred to
this repeated reproduction by comparing it to the cluttered Palestinian home, in which
190
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several Palestinian flags are displayed and photographs or embroidery of the Dome of the
Rock are hung – all an attempt to demonstrate their Palestinian-ness. He also suggests the
overabundance of Palestinian food for guests and the over-the-top exertion of strength
encourage the notions of Palestinian wealth and strength that may or may not exist in
reality but do in the newly forming identity.191
However, Said’s example of the Palestinian home and its idiosyncrasies does
present the problem of Palestine as a museum. My Palestinian landlord, whose family
owns the bookstore formerly owned by Edward Said, voiced just this frustration over
dinner one night. He complained Palestine has become a museum as it became something
to be visited, peered in upon, studied, and departed from. I would suggest this can be
attributed to the early Palestinian failure to write a collective Palestinian history or to gain
recognition for it. This struggle to have this history and its past injustices recognized
results in a strong focus on the past much like a museum. It will be difficult to progress
beyond the museum without this history and its tragedies being recognized.
CONCLUSION
The four components of this paper – cartography, landscaping, mapping, naming
– were explored in the Israeli/Palestinian context to discover a different view of the
conflict. With these playing roles throughout the land’s history and continuing to alter the
circumstances there today, the similarities and differences between the two people
emerge without being as divisive or simple as when they are seen in the context of
religion or culture. Instead, Israelis and Palestinians, past and present, exhibit many
similarities in their creation of space, memories, and historical narratives.
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Maps produced by the early Zionist leadership provided the new population with
a physical representation of their new home. Prior to immigration, Israel had only been an
idea inside the individual’s head. Upon viewing the map, the immigrant could see the
borders that bound them or, at times, the lack of borders that provided them hope of
expansion. The map showed the immigrant the empty space in which they could settle,
stressed the importance of the Jewish National Fund, and showed the increasing
development of Jewish spaces. In many ways, despite a real lived experience on the land,
Palestine has become an idea in the head of the Palestinian.
Just as one cannot view the world in its entirety without the help of a map or
globe, neither could the immigrant envision what was to be their new country; without
the map, the indigenous would be at greater risk of forgetting. Viewing a map leads us to
feel we can better understand the created space in which we live and make better sense of
that space. As maps made the area more familiar to its new inhabitants on paper,
landscaping did the same on the ground.
Physically altering the landscape in Palestine was necessary for specific symbolic
and economic gains. To gain international support, the Zionist leadership needed to make
promises of modernization as well as make an atmosphere that implied Israel was
European enough to serve Western countries as a friend among the Arab nations.
Creating this European home comforted the new immigrants who left their former homes
behind.
As important as any economic gains or international support, the landscape was
used to connect a disparate group of people, emigrating from many different regions to a
land they had never visited. With different cultures, languages, and backgrounds, feeling
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at home was of the utmost importance as the shared culture, language, and backgrounds
would be created in due time with the various methods I have described in this paper. The
landscape, however, was the first aspect experienced upon arrival. The naming of
assumed biblical sites with their appropriate names became a constant reminder of why
the immigrants were there. The planting of trees and the paving of roads Westernized the
country in such a way as to make the immigrant feel as though they remained as modern
as they had been in their foreign homes. Allowing some of the desert to remain reminded
the immigrants of their shared history. Therefore, the Zionist leadership found a balance
between an essentialist and epochalist landscape, both of which were necessary to new
Israeli cohesion.
Finally, in this thesis, we see how the Jewish historical narrative was created to
promote cohesion as well. With the Holocaust as a constant reminder of the need for an
exclusively Jewish homeland, survival and security became important themes in the lives
of the early Israelis, and they remain as vital in Israeli discourse today. As this thesis has
demonstrated, the narrative that states past injustices justify the present has increased the
resolve of Israelis. These same ideas also solidify Palestinian resolve.
All of these elements used by the Zionist leadership were met with resistance
though this resistance fluctuated greatly based on what was occurring inside and outside
of Israel. In this thesis I have shown there is currently a Palestinian attempt at mapping to
document the villages and Palestinian areas that no longer exist. Olive trees are
continually replanted as settlers and Israeli Defense Forces (IDF) uproot them in an effort
to harrass the Palestinians or question the ownership of their land. While a collective
Palestinian history still has difficulty emerging due to the hegemonic Israeli discourse on
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the past, we have seen the importance of storytelling even if it remains within each
family.
I agree with Edward Said when he insists the memories of the two peoples are far
too entangled and related to be separated from one another now. They share and interact
within a contested space, one that cannot necessarily belong to one rather than the other.
As shown in this paper, power is performed through social interactions in a socially
constructed space. All that has been altered on the landscape of Israel/Palestine is often
referred to as “permanent facts on the ground,” particularly in discussions of the peace
process. However, with the provocation they result in, we learn that these are resisted and
sometimes reversed. Just as a border is artificially created, it can be recreated along a
different path. A tree that is rooted firmly in the ground can be burned or uprooted. Placenames can be re-named and named again. Just as this landscape is ever-changing, so too
are the peoples’ interactions; therefore, we can no longer consider the relations between
the Palestinians and Israelis as stagnant as we often do. Furthermore, all politics are
performed within social space and we must consider this lived in and contested space in
all struggles.
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